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HOW HAVE WE WORKED AND WHAT IS DIFFERENT?

Ways of working Changes

•  The SC has a regular frequency of meetings: 
• SC monthly with SC, MCs, FD and in most meetings, ZD’s 
• Some work meetings with SC (Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary, 

Treasurer, Vice-Treasurer) 
• In addition, there is a nearly constant email flow 

• Due to the Covid pandemic, the way our whole Zonal forum 
works together has had to change, so we  have also changed 
our way of working

• We have increased the work meeting 
frequency  

• This has happened because there was 
more work time needed to figure out how 
we can adapt to the changing pandemic 
situation and react to it in a timely manner 

• And to plan processes and decisions we 
need to facilitate, their timeline, and 
communications
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FOCUS AREAS HAVE BEEN: 
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1. COMMUNICATION
•  Everyone is busy and situation is 
now ever-changing, so we have 
placed extra care on very clear 
communications 

•aim is always high quality info, but 
since a lot of info has been new 
now, extra attention was valuable 

•we planned and circulated the 
outgoing informations to review 
together  

2. PLANNING
•  When adapting to the current world 
situation, we have had to facilitate 
virtual decisions and create processes 

• for example the decision on Winter 
EDM, we took time to plan the 
timeline and milestones carefully 
and early, and communicate 
ahead of time

•We aimed to make sure the 
timeline, deadlines and process 
was very clear to all 



FOCUS AREAS HAVE BEEN: 
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 3. GUIDELINES AND PHYSICAL EDM MEETING PROCESSES

• More than before, decisions are needed to make virtually, and our communication 
schedule is more active outside mailings 

• Focus number one is to keep everything according to the guidelines even when 
things need to change.  As we have no specific guidelines to the current situation, 
this means we had more discussions with SC. 

• Also we focus on keeping all things as similar as possible of the EDM meeting 
• For example when planning resume distribution methods, we looked for a solution 
that matches the one in the physical meeting: confidentiality, ease of use and the 
temporary access to resumes 

• Similarly, the virtual Community Dialogue is kept as similar as possible to the 
physical EDM meeting one



FOCUS AREAS HAVE BEEN: 
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 3. GUIDELINES AND PHYSICAL EDM MEETING PROCESSES: 
VIRTUAL DECISION-MAKING METHODS

• Another example of virtual adaptation: our decision making methods 
• For planning, SC went throught the scenarios we need for this Winter EDM: 

• Attendance, decision making attendance and possible straw polling 
• Closed voting, for elections 

• Here as well, we looked for similarity with the process in a physical EDM meeting 
• Planning was made together with our MC’s Magnus and Ashraf 
• Also, we wish to thank the UK Region for sharing their experience with us on their 
best virtual practices - we are grateful for that session, it was very useful 

• We believe we have found good solutions for this meeting’s decision making; we 
will go through these in detail, and we will have a practice run as well before 
Sunday.



SOME OBSERVATIONS & LEARNINGS
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•  WE END UP WITH NEW THINGS AND NEW WAYS OF DOING THINGS, IN THE PROCESS 
OF CHANGE

•  Even when we take extra care to follow existing processes, new ways of doing are 
needed when circumstances change 

•  An example: a process of decision of the Winter EDM was done using a survey as a 
tool. This is a first time for that, and we need to be mindful when using new processes 
that clarity is maintained, as we use surveys at other times as well: every survey is not a 
decision, but this time the tool was used as the most practical way to reach a decision. 

• So perhaps in going forward, this is something we can or should define to be brought to 
the guidelines.



SOME OBSERVATIONS & LEARNINGS
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2. The COVID pandemic is unpredictable, and means we don’t have the usual long term 
visibility of the format of our EDM conferences and conventions 

•  An example: The physical ESL was necessary to be cancelled, and decision making 
time reserved in the Winter meeting on what to do with the whole ESL of 2021. 

• Also we have no knowledge of travel situation this summer yet, for ECCNA, and 
decision making points will be part of this spring. 

• The pandemic is predicted to linger even when we will be able to meet again 
physically: we lack a protocol with actions or precautions we may need to take. 

• We as SC recognize that we need the help of the delegate body to work on this topic. 



SOME OBSERVATIONS & LEARNINGS
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3. The EDM Zonal Forum is in virtual mode now, and our usual observation possibility is
on pause

• We have had discussions at SC about the observation possibility. Here are some points of
view we have discussed:

• We are a developed Zonal Forum, and most likely there is interest in observation: many
people in service globally have said: “I want to visit the EDM!”. It would be great to make this
possible.

• Normally the physical EDM meeting receives visitors, and for transparency would be
beneficial to do the same virtually.

• Some questions come up: who can observe? How many people should we accommodate? In
which way technically? Is everybody ok with this? Which events should this apply to?

• So finally, as we SC found that we don’t know how the EDM delegate body sees this whole
topic.

• As summary; we need the help of the delegate body to work on this topic, to know how the
observation should be planned and executed.



TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION
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Based on the previous points, these topics are added to discussion:

1. COVID protocol: first steps and framing the topic
2. EDM Virtual Meetings and observers: what do we want to do?



OTHER UPDATES AND NEWS
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Some other items to be reported:

Tranzit Region - a frequent guest visitor to our EDM meetings 
The EDM has received a request to join the EDM Zonal Forum. We are in communications with 
Tranzit according to the process that was prepared for this by a workgroup, and approved in 
Zurich EDM. 
This will come into decision making in the Summer EDM meeting this year. 

ECCNA Bid for 2023
In this Winter EDM, we had initially received, and were prepared to facilitate a decision on, an 
ECCNA bid from the Netherlands region. However, a discussion has risen whether ECCNA bids 
should be presented only in the Summer EDM meeting, 2 years ahead of time. In the past, we 
have made ECCNA decisions in other EDM meetings as well, but communicated this request to 
the Netherlands region, and they are ok for this decision to be made in Summer this year. 


